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Abstract: Internet of things (IoT) has brought a greater transformation in health-
care sector thereby improving patient care, minimizing treatment costs. The pre-
sent method employs classical mechanisms for extracting features and a
regression model for prediction. These methods have failed to consider the pollu-
tion aspects involved during COVID 19 prediction. Utilizing Ensemble Deep
Learning and Framingham Feature Extraction (FFE) techniques, a smart health-
care system is introduced for COVID-19 pandemic disease diagnosis. The Col-
lected feature or data via predictive mechanisms to form pollution maps. Those
maps are used to implement real-time countermeasures, such as storing the
extracted data or feature in a Cloud server to minimize concentrations of air pol-
lutants. Once integrated with patient management systems, this solution would
minimize pollution emitted via patient’s sensors by offering spaces in the cloud
server when pollution thresholds are reached. Second, the Gini Index factor infor-
mation gain technique eliminates unimportant and redundant attributes while
selecting the most relevant, reducing computing overhead and optimizing system
performance. Finally, the COVID-19 disease prognosis ensemble deep learning-
based classifier is constructed. Experimental analysis is planned to measure the
prediction accuracy, error, precision and recall for different numbers of patients.
Experimental results show that prediction accuracy is improved by 8%, error rate
was reduced by 47% and prediction time is minimized by 36% compared to exist-
ing methods.

Keywords: Internet of Things; Covid-19; ensemble deep learning; framingham
feature extraction

1 Introduction

An IoT framework was designed in [1] to first obtain real-time symptom data from users with the
purpose of early identification of suspected corona viruses cases, monitoring response rate recovered from
virus, and to comprehend virus nature by data analysis. The framework included five different stages.
They were, Symptom Data gathering and uploading via wearable sensors, design of Quarantine Center,
Data Analysis, preserving good Health Physicians and Data Storage and Retrieval using Cloud
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Infrastructure. To identify the coronavirus cases eight different machine learning algorithms were utilized.
Experiments were also conduct to analyze the method using real COVID-19 symptom dataset. With this
accurate identification of disease analysis were made. Despite improvement observed in disease analysis,
the time involved in analysis was not concentrated. In [2] for predicting the novel corona virus (COVID-19)
pandemic, a Multi-Task Gaussian Process (MTGP) regression model was presented. The suggested MTGP
regression model was developed with the intent of globally predicting the outbreak. With the design of this
model, speedy and wide spread can be minimized to certain extent and contributing to minimum error rate.
Despite improvements observed in the accuracy rate and validation of prediction results on the basis of
reduction of error, the accuracy aspect with respect to pollution monitoring was not focused.

For IoTs related to health sciences with eco systems, pollution monitoring is a critical criterion to
consider when it comes to Quality of Service, i.e., accuracy, error and time involved in prediction of
COVID-19 pandemic disease. The goal is to develop a pollution monitoring system for health care that
will improve QoS with regard to enhance QoS in prediction accuracy, prediction time and error. Usually,
IoT through sensors gathering patient’s data, huge sum of pollution is supposed to be created by sensors
while extracting healthcare data.

In existing systems prediction accuracy, recall, precision was not improved in order to overcome this issue,
a new technique called Framingham Feature-based Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning (FF-ELEDP)
was designed for enhancing the COVID-19 disease prediction accuracy with minimum error rate.

But still, a cloud server is applied to store the patient’s data, though suffer since serious pollution issues,
therefore affecting time, accuracy and error involved in COVID-19 pandemic disease prediction. With these
situations to monitor the COVID-19 disease prediction with pollution aspect, a pollution threshold is utilized
to map the pollution data into cloud server (i.e., placing the users or patients in containment zones or making
the zones with highly pollution being a containment area and so on during extraction of features). The
objective is to use the extracted clinical data to forecast a disease, such that the user’s mobility trend
could be analyzed and isolation could be recommended according on their present health situation.

The contributions include the following:

1. An IoT health care pollution monitor cloud computing network-based framework is suggested
regarding COVID-19 disease prediction in case of high level of pollution (i.e., higher persons
infected with disease and creating pollution in a particular area or zone.).

2. The patient’s pollution monitor based COVID-19 disease prediction model is projected to assist the
human being affected with disease regarding staying at home and maintaining social distance while
the patient is detected with COVID-19. The pollution monitoring model shows better precision than
the existing methods.

3. A Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction model is initial design to extract the relevant features
for COVID-19 detection via Pollution Map and Pollution Threshold that checks with corresponding
threshold in case of emergency or pollution.

4. An Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning algorithm is considered by the extracted feature
aimed at detection also the occurrence or absentee of disease by engaging suitable knowledge of
parameters.

5. The proposed method was implemented and verified through 500 records of samples. The prediction
accuracy, prediction time and error for different samples by using proposed technique are determined
and theoretical study shows the suggested technique surpasses current best practice techniques.

6. The remainder of the article is laid out in the succeeding manner. The associated work is conferred in
section two. Section 3 introduces suggested Framingham Feature-based Exponential Linear
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Ensemble Deep Learning (FF-ELEDP) approach. Section 4 examines the suggested method’s
efficiency, followed by in depth discussion in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 possesses the conclusion.

2 Related Works

The internet of things (IoT) is a surfacing prototype which empowers the transmission of data across
gadgets and sensors over the internet in attempt to ease the livelihood. This is performed by employing
smart gadgets and the internet to ensure novel solutions to a variety of ultimatums and concerns with in
health sector, as well as public and private industries across the globe. The swift facilitation in sensor tied
up with Internet technologies have given the domain of health care technology an additional magnitude.

A hospital at home model that is IoT-based and cloud computing-based was proposed [3]. A review
article involving both social and technological perspective was analyzed in [4]. However, the continuous
change in location of the users places the major issues in monitoring healthcare. To address this issue, a
healthcare framework considering mobility pattern was proposed in [5] with the purpose of minimizing
the energy and delay involved in predicting health status.

From the point of view of patient monitoring, one of the most essential element of an IoT based model
involved is the Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN). The WBANs comprises of minute devices or
sensors involved that are placed in the human body that communicates with other sensors wirelessly. An
architecture specifically was designed in [6] concentrating on pulse rate, oxygen ratio and so on. Yet
another Silver Birch Trees was utilized in [7] for air pollution monitoring.

In today’s era, as far as academic research is concerned, work across different scientific and
technological fields, specifically in the health care domain, is rapidly progressing with IoT. As a
consequence, a new technology known as fog computing is used to bridge between the cloud and
consumers reducing latency issues and hence enhancing access.

In [8], proper functioning of heart was analyzed was validation was also performed. A smart healthcare
system was also proposed in [9] to monitor patient’s basic health signs in real time manner, therefore
contributing to minimizing error percentage. An emerging 5G-IoT scenario was discussed in detail in [10].

A delay intensive and resource intensive framework was designed in [11] ensuring optimal offloading.
This was attained using Firefly algorithm, therefore contributing to both energy consumption and
computational time. Physical layer and multiple access layers [12] were combined to minimize energy
consumed for IoT in E-Health applications. Yet another paper was designed in [13] by employing a real-
time encoding system which conducts recursive threshold and wavelet coefficient estimation.

An Internet of Healthcare Thing system for respiratory devices concentrating error was designed in [14].
Performance of protocol stacks for transportation of healthcare monitoring data was proposed in [15] over the
user access network supporting the connected health model. However, with high data traffic generated via
healthcare IoT devices results in network congestion and high latency. To address this issue, an analytical
model to reduce the latency was proposed in [16].

The road map to network architecture in India with the consequences of IoT in healthcare sector was
analyzed in depth for COVID-19 pandemic in [17]. Yet another study of IoT towards healthcare
acceptance in Malaysia was analyzed in [18]. A comprehensive survey of IoT for healthcare was
investigated in [19]. Maximum the current methods prediction mechanism goes to optimal, moreover
minimalizing the prediction time or improving the prediction accuracy. Single-objective optimization, on
the other side, can reduce the cloud-based data center’s efficiency and effectiveness. To execute such
kinds of applications or tasks i.e., prediction of COVID-19 with respect to healthcare pollution
monitoring aspects with minimum prediction time and error and higher prediction accurateness remains
the exciting issue.A robust IoT and deep learning-based multi-modal data classification method was
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designed in [20] for accurate prediction of COVID-19. It consist of two lightweight models, namely
CovParaNet for audio (cough, speech, breathing) classification and CovTinyNet for image (X-rays, CT
scans) classification. But prediction time was higher.IoT-based conceptual architecture was introduced in
[21] for a COVID-19 patient monitoring system. The results include a valid and extensively used early-
warning score method for checking and monitoring hospitalized patients and contains a mechanism for
customizing this assessment method to guarantee the individualization of assessments. However
prediction accuracy was not enhanced. A smart health monitoring system was designed in [22] with
Internet of Things (IoT) technology for monitoring blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen level, and
temperature of a person. It was mainly employed for rural areas or villages where nearby clinics can be in
touch with city hospitals about their patient health conditions. But error rate was higher. An IoT-cloud-
based healthcare predictive model was developed in [23] to identify COVID-19 using eKNN. A novel
enhanced KNN classifier (eKNN) was selects the k value using a radical mathematical function instead of
choosing it randomly. But latency was not reduced. A smart healthcare system was proposed in [24] that
integrate IoT-cloud technologies for detecting and classifying COVID-19. The system employs smart
sensors to gather data from medical images. However prediction time was higher. A3D medical
watermarking algorithm based on wavelet transform was designed in [25]. The proposed algorithm
employs the principal component analysis (PCA) transform for minimizing the data dimension, which can
reduce the error between the extracted components and the original data inthe mean square sense. But
time consumption was higher. A two-stage reversible robust audio watermarking algorithm was proposed
in [26] for preserving medical audio data. The scheme decomposes the medical audio into two
independent embedding domains, embeds the robust watermark and the reversible watermark into the two
domains respectively. Hurst exponent was employed to identify a suitable position for watermark
embedding .However error rate was not reduced. In related works the overall existing paper analysis,
covid 19 disease predicting accuracy was not improved with minimum time for overcoming this problem
a new technique called Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction (FFE) model was introduced.This
article has proposed a Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction algorithm. IoT devices offload data or
features to cloud server based on the pollution threshold. This may reduce the prediction time and
therefore progress prediction accuracy of finding patients with COVID-19 symptoms. Proposed FF-
ELEDP method also with the deployment of Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning algorithm
reduces the error rate involved in prediction also.

3 Methodology

Intensively go over how to extract structured and categorical attributes from data, as well as how to turn
the data into a structured form utilizing normalization. Initially, Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction
(FFE) model is designed. Then, perform ensemble deep learning COVID-19 virus prediction.

As in Fig. 1, proposed FF-ELEDP method comprises of two steps. In the first step, with COVID-19
dataset in India provided as input, the objective remains in extracting the essential and relevant features
for future prediction considering the healthcare pollution monitoring via Cloud Server. Next, with the
extracted features, exponential deep learning with exponential linear function is applied for COVID-19
disease prediction in an accurate manner.

3.1 Cloud-Based Framingham Feature Extraction (FFE) Model

Consider technique by feature extraction model since unstructured data (i.e., feature), data’s (feature’s)
conversion to structured format. FFE model generates valuable healthcare data for both the structured (i.e.,
structured format, like, total samples, negative, positive, state/union territory, etc.) and categorical features
(i.e., date, time, state, etc.).
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With this FFE model, the result is able to investigate the collected feature or data via predictive
mechanisms to form pollution maps. Those maps are used to implement real-time countermeasures, such
as storing the extracted data or feature in a Cloud server to minimize concentrations of air pollutants.
Once integrated with patient management systems, this solution would minimize pollution emitted via
patient’s sensors by dynamically offering spaces in the cloud server when pollution thresholds are
reached. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of Framingham Feature Extraction model.

COVID-19 
Dataset 

Framingham Feature Extraction 

Structured Categorical

Cloud 
Server 

Pollution  
Map

‘

Deep 
Learning 

COVID-19 Disease prediction 

Figure 1: Block diagram of framingham feature-based exponential linear ensemble deep learning (FF-
ELEDP)
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Figure 2: Block diagram of framingham feature extraction
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As in Fig. 2, data collected using wearable sensors and medical records consist of incorrect and
noisy information. Data from wearable-sensors for coronavirus disease classification wreak havoc by signal
aberration lowering the predictive performance. The features are extracted in our work by employing
Framingham Feature Extraction model. This feature extraction model cleans the data by splitting the dataset
into structural feature ‘SF ¼ SF1; SF2; . . . ; SFn’ and categorical feature ‘CF ¼ CF1; CF2; . . . ;CFn’ and
then combine them to form pollution maps ‘PM’. With this obtained pollution maps ‘PM’, a pollution
threshold ‘PT’ is employed with which pollution concentration is checked and according to the resultant
features extracted are stored in the cloud server for further processing.

FC
0
j ¼ 1

n

X
F
Cj

i (1)

From the above Eq. (1), ‘F’ represents the features like ‘F ¼ date; state; . . . :; confirmed casesf g’ a
class level such that ‘Cj ¼ 0; 1; 2f g ! 0 : Date; 1 : Integer; 2 : String’, pattern number, ‘ith’ pattern of
feature ‘F’ under ‘Cj’ class respectively.

SFnorm ¼ SFo � SFmin

SFmax � SFmin
(2)

CFnorm ¼ CFo � CFmin

CFmax � CFmin
(3)

From the above Eqs. (2) and (3), ‘SFnorm’ and ‘CFnorm’ corresponds to the structured feature normalization
and categorical feature normalization based on the original structural features ‘SFo’, original categorical
features ‘CFo’, minimum structured feature value ‘SFmin’, maximum structured feature value ‘SFmax’,
minimum categorical feature value ‘CFmin’, maximum categorical feature value ‘CFmax’ respectively. With
these normalization, each features’ values lie in interval ‘ 0; 1½ �’. Followed by normalization, Gini Index
factor is applied to the structured feature and categorical feature and is formulated as given below.

G SFð Þ ¼

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

SFi � SFj

�� ��

2
Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

SFj

¼

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

SFi � SFj

�� ��

2n
Pn
j¼1

SFj

¼

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

SFi � SFj

�� ��
2n2AVG SFð Þ (4)

G CFð Þ ¼

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

CFi � CFj

�� ��

2
Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

CFj

¼

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

CFi � CFj

�� ��

2n
Pn
j¼1

CFj

¼

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

CFi � CFj

�� ��
2n2AVG CFð Þ (5)

From the above Eqs. (4) and (5), the Gini Index Factor separately for structure feature ‘G SFð Þ’ and
categorical feature ‘G CFð Þ’ is evaluated based on the average absolute difference of all pairs of features
of the population ‘ SFi � SFj

�� ��’ divided by the average ‘2n2AVG SFð Þ’. With the aid of the Gini Index,
irrelevant and redundant features are removed and by selecting the important feature minimizes the
computational burden involved. The pseudo code representation of Cloud-based Framingham Feature
Extraction is given below.

As given in the above Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction algorithm with COVID -19 dataset
[20] provided as input, the objective here remains in extracting the most relevant and robust features
according to structured and categorical features obtained via patient’s sensors. Next, Gini indexed factor
is evaluated separately for both structured and categorical factors, therefore removing irrelevant and
redundant features.
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Algorithm 1 Cloud based Framingham feature extraction

Input: COVID-19 Dataset ‘CD’, Features ‘F ¼ F1; F2; . . . ;Fn’

Output: Robust feature extraction ‘FE ¼ FE1; FE2; . . . ;FEn’

1: Initialize pollution threshold ‘PT ’

2: Initializeminimum structured feature value ‘SFmin’, maximum structured feature value ‘SFmax’, minimum
categorical feature value ‘CFmin’, maximum categorical feature value ‘CFmax’

3: Begin

4: For each COVID-19 Dataset ‘CD’, Features ‘F’

5: Perform structured feature normalization using (2)

6: Perform categorical feature normalization using (3)

7: Evaluate Gini Index factor for structured normalized feature using (4)

8: Evaluate Gini Index factor for categorical normalized feature using (5)

9: Return (extracted features)

10: End for

11: End

With the obtained Gini indexed factor based on the initialized pollution threshold ‘PT’, pollution mapping
‘PM’ is formed. Those pollution maps are utilized to implement real-time counter measures, once combined
with patient management systems, this solution would minimize pollution emitted via patient’s sensors in a
dynamic manner by providing spaces in the cloud server upon reaching the pollution thresholds.

3.2 Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning Model

In this section, with the extracted features based on the pollution maps leaving minimum room with
health care pollution monitoring via cloud server, an Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning model
is built to train coronavirus sickness classification. This Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning
employs back propagation mechanism for binary classification of COVID-19 diseases.

Different numbers of features was utilized to train model with the extracted features, prediction has been
made in this section as presented in Fig. 3, it shows the block diagram of Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep
Learning model.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning structure imposes five
containers, one input layer followed by three hidden layers and one output layer. Input layer includes
8 nodes (i.e., 8 features, Total samples, negative, positive, date, state, cured, death, confirmed) and are
utilized to evaluate the hidden layers. We investigate a completely connected hidden layer with eight
neurons that produces reliable results in the proposed work.

The features are passed to the first layer of the deep neural network. By multiplying their respective
weights with values, these eight features are subsequently proceeded to the three hidden layers. Here,
weight is first evaluated and bias value is included with purpose of processing the input feature in the
hidden layer nodes and formulated as given below.

FENetj ¼
Xn
i¼1

FEi �Wij þ bj (6)
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From Eq. (6), ‘FEi’, ‘Wij’ and ‘bj’ indicates feature extracted input data, weight among nodes (i.e.,
features) and respectively. Ensemble deep learning individually of the neural network’s weights obtains
an apprise proportionate to the error function with respect to current weight, where the gradient vanishes
to minimal value, therefore preventing the weight from updating its values, stoping from further training.
This factor in our work is emulated by Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) that eliminates the vanishing
gradient problem by utilizing identity for positive values, therefore enhancing the learning characteristics
of the model. Therefore, is converted by using an ELU as expressed below.

f FENetj
� � ¼ FENetj; if FENetj. 0

� �
a Exp FENetj

� �� 1; if FENetj � 0
� �

�
(7)

The derivative of ELU is then formulated as given below.

f FENetj
� �0 ¼ 1; if FENetj . 0

� �
f FENetj
� �þ aif FENetj � 0

� �
�

(8)

To forecast coronavirus pandemic in India, the transformed data is then sent to the output layer. The binary
classifier’s outcomes of the presence or absence of the pandemic are represented by the size of the final layer,
which comprises two neurons. During deep learning training, the weights are adjusted as follows.

Wij ¼ b
@E

@Wij
(9)

The Eq. (9), the weights ‘Wij’ are updated based on the learning parameter ‘b’ and the error value ‘@E’,
which is measured as given below.

Preprocessed 

data

Total Samples

Negative 

Confirmed  

Presence of 
COVID-19

Absence of 
COVID-19

Figure 3: Block diagram of exponential linear ensemble deep learning model
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En ¼
Xn
i¼1

TOi � AOið Þ (10)

From Eq. (10), an error factor ‘En’ is measured on targeted output ‘TO’ and the actual output ‘AO’
respectively for the given number of samples ‘i’. On the basis of the trained error value as obtained
above, the weights are updated and revised. The process is said to be iterated until there exist a minimum
difference when comparing the actual values to the estimated ones. Pseudo code representation of
Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning for COVID-19 disease prediction in India is given below.

As given in the above Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning algorithm, with the extracted
features, the objective here remains in learning accurate and precise COVID-19 disease prediction with
conscious healthcare pollution monitor. This is achieved by applying Exponential Linear function to the
extracted features and updating the weight based on the derivative of ELU and the learning parameters.
Finally, prediction is made according to the results of back propagation mechanism.

Algorithm 2 Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep Learning

Input: Feature Extracted ‘FE ¼ FE1; FE2; . . . ;FEn’

Output: Accurate disease prediction

1: Initialize weight ‘Wij’, bias ‘bj ¼ 1’, ‘b ¼ 0:02’

2: Begin

3: For each Feature Extracted ‘FE’

4: Evaluate activation function using (6)

5: Emulate Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) using (7)

6: Evaluate derivative of ELU using (8)

7: Update weights using (9) and (10)

8: Return prediction results

9: End for

10: End

4 Experimental Analysis

The proposed method FF-ELEDP was implemented using the JAVA libraries and CloudSim Simulator.
FF-ELEDP is evaluated with benchmark dataset COVID-19 in India dataset. Dataset includes information
from day-to-day state-wise sum of cases, total samples, sum of positive cases, sum of negative cases, date
of observation, time of observation, state from where samples were obtained, cumulative number of
confirmed Indian nations, cumulative number of foreign nations, cured people, death cases and confirmed
cases obtained from COVID-19 India Dataset. The evaluation of the results was conducted on specific
parameters such as, pandemic prediction time, pandemic prediction accuracy, error aimed at different
sample frequencies collected on different time intervals. Tab. 1 given below provides the dataset details.

4.1 Case Analysis

Deep learning (DL) consists of several containers so called layers. The DL structure is used to analyze
data. With such architecture, the input is processed via different layers. Where each produces an output with
the aid of the previous layer that is passed as an input to the succeeding layer. Analyzing health sciences
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issues assist investigators identify a different level for assisting the medical sector. Due to the high prevalence
of transfer through IoT devices, early detection and isolation of the infected persons remain foremost crucial
aspects in handling this disease.

In this work, a Cloud-based FF-ELEDPmethod is proposed towards Health Care Pollution Monitor with
the objective of controlling the COVID-19 pandemic. First, relevant features are extracted by employing
Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction model. With this feature extraction model, relevant features
for COVID-19 disease prediction are extracted so that the pollution is said to be controlled. Here,
pollution is controlled by dividing the country, state, district into different zones.

With this, control measures can be made in an efficient manner by isolating certain district and taking
preventive measures accordingly. Then, with the extracted feature, i.e., splitting the entire state into district
and district into zones in case of the pollution map exceeding the pollution threshold, the pandemic
prediction time and accuracy can be improved. With the extracted features, next, disease prediction is
made by employing three layers via ensemble deep learning model.

4.2 Performance Metrics

The main significant parameters of investigation aimed at IoTs associated towards health sciences with
eco systems is the rate of accuracy with which the prediction is made. This is because accurateness stands
straight connected to health sciences by way of prevention can also be made and therefore reducing
pollution. Prediction accuracy is measured as given below.

Predacc ¼
Xn
i¼1

SCP
Si

� 100 (11)

From (11), prediction accuracy ‘Predacc’ is calculated based on samples involved in experimentation ‘Si’
and samples correctly predicted ‘SCP’. The problem is measured in percentage (%). The next feature vital

Table 1: COVID-19 India dataset

S. No Column Description

1 Date (C) Date of observation

2 State (C) State

3 Total samples (S) Cumulative number of total samples tested till the given date

4 Negative (S) Cumulative number of negative samples till the given date

5 Positive (S) Cumulative number of positive samples till the given date

6 S no (C) Serial number

7 Date (C) Date of observation

8 Time (C) Time of observation

9 State/Union Territory (S) Name of the State/Union Territory

10 Confirmed Indian (S) Cumulative number of confirmed Indian nationals

11 Confirmed foreign nationals (S) Cumulative number of confirmed foreign nationals

12 Cured people (S) Cumulative number of cured people

13 Death cases (S) Cumulative number of death cases

14 Confirmed cases Cumulative number of confirmed cases
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aimed at COVID-19 prediction influencing environment is the prediction time. This is since of the cause of
early the prediction made, lessen impact of eco system and therefore the environment also. The prediction
time is evaluated as given below.

Ptime ¼
Xn
i¼1

Si � Time FENetj
� �

(12)

From (12), the prediction time ‘Ptime’ is calculated depends on samples involved in prediction ‘Si’ and
time consumed in prediction ‘Time FENetj

� �
’. It is calculated in milliseconds (ms). Root mean square error is

critical measures formulated based on standard derivation for residuals is evaluated to validate results being
predicted. It refers to calculating distances among regression line and data points [2].

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
OV � PVð Þ2

q
(13)

From the above Eq. (13), the root mean square ‘RMSE’ is evaluated based on the squares of the observed
values ‘OV ’ and the forecasted values ‘PV ’. It is calculated in percentage.

4.3 Results and Discussions

The outcome study aimed at various metrics, prediction time, prediction accuracy and error rate for
outbreak of pandemic corona virus in India is discussed with health sciences and eco system and
comparison is made with FF-ELEDP method and existing methods, IoT-based framework [1] and Multi-
Task Gaussian Process (MTGP) [2] using COVID-19 India dataset from Kaggle.

4.3.1 Performance Measure of Mrediction Accuracy
To determine the efficacy of FF-ELEDP method, various parameters were employed. Prediction

accuracy indicates overall prediction ability of deep learning method. Tab. 2 shows the results of the
performance evaluation of the prediction accuracy using the three methods, FF-ELEDP, IoT-based
framework [1] and MTGP [2] respectively.

Table 2: Performance evaluation of prediction accuracy

Number of samples Prediction accuracy (%)

FF-ELEDP IoT-based framework MTGP

50 84 80 78

100 82 78.35 76.55

150 81.85 78.15 73.25

200 81.35 78 73.15

250 81 77.75 73

300 80 76.45 72.85

350 79.55 76.15 72.55

400 79.35 76 72.15

450 79 75.85 72

500 78.55 74 71.35
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Tab. 2 reports the performance of prediction accuracy using three methods namely FF-ELEDP, IoT-
based framework [1], and MTGP [2] with respect to the number of samples. The observed results prove
that the proposed FF-ELEDP performs well in terms of achieving higher prediction accuracy than the
other two existing methods. Fig. 4 explains prediction accurateness with 500 different numbers of
samples collected between the month of April 2020 and June 2020 in Tamil Nadu from both male and
female. From Fig. 4, the prediction accuracy is inversely proportional to number of samples provided as
input. In additional, increasing the number of samples causes a proportionate decrease in prediction
accuracy. However, with ‘50’ numbers of samples considered for simulation and ‘42’ numbers of sample
correctly predicted using FF-ELEDP, ‘40’ numbers of sample correctly predicted using [1] and ‘39’
numbers of sample correctly predicted using [2], the overall prediction accuracy was observed to be 84%,
80% and 78% using the three different methods.The motives behind the enhancement are due to
application of Cloud-based Framingham Feature Extraction model. Through applying this model, only
applicable features elaborated in prediction remained extracted through resources of pollution threshold.
This stayed achieved through splitting the features into structured and categorical that in turn extracts the
related features, so exactly predicting the COVID-19 pandemic using FF-ELEDP by 5% and 10% as
compared to [1,2].

4.3.2 Performance Measure of Prediction Time
The unit prediction time intricate in health sciences aimed at COVID-19 prediction by means of the

proposed ensemble deep learning method remains presented. Tab. 3 shows results of performance
evaluation of the prediction time by means of the three methods, FF-ELEDP, IoT-based framework [1]
and MTGP [2] respectively.

Tab. 4 given above show the prediction time results based on a number of sample images. With the
collected samples, the time involved was analyzed and plotted in the above figure. As shown in Fig. 5,
the performance of prediction time is increased linearly while increasing the count of sample images for
all three methods. However, the prediction time was found to be minimized using the FF-ELEDP model
upon comparison with IoT-based framework [1] and MTGP [2]. Here 500 numbers of samples collected
from Tamil Nadu during the period 01/04/2020 to 15/04/2020 were utilized for analysis. From Fig. 5,
prediction time is initiated right proportional to number of samples provided as input. Increasing the
number of samples causes an upsurge in the testing made and also upsurge in the swab samples made
and visibly prediction time is too found to be increased.With ‘50’ numbers of samples taken used for
investigation and time consumed in predicting single sample being ‘0:25 ms’, time intricate in predicting
single sample being ‘0:32 ms’ using [1] and time involves predicting single sample being ‘0:42 ms’ using
[2], prediction time stayed observed to be 12.5 ms, 16 ms and 21 ms using the three methods. From the
results, the prediction time using FF-ELEDP is minimal as compared to [1] and [2]. The aim behind the
enhancement stands owing to the incorporation of Gini Index factor applied separately to the structured
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of prediction accuracy
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feature and categorical feature. With this, scalability is said to be ensured, therefore minimizing the
prediction time using FF-ELEDP by 26% and 46% as compared to [1,2].

4.3.3 Performance Measure of Error Rate
Lastly, the error rate involved in the prediction is measured. Tab. 4 shows the results of the performance

evaluation of the prediction time by means of the three methods, FF-ELEDP, IoT-based framework [1] and
MTGP [2] respectively.

Performance analysis of error rate for proposed and existing methods is described in Tab. 4. The results
of error rate using proposed FF-ELEDP is compared with existing IoT-based framework and MTGP. Error

Table 3: Performance evaluation of prediction time

Number of samples Prediction time (ms)

FF-ELEDP IoT-based framework MTGP

50 12.5 16 21

100 14.55 18.15 25.35

150 18.95 22.55 32.45

200 23.25 30.35 35.55

250 25 35.35 45.55

300 28.15 41.35 65.35

350 32.55 49.25 71.35

400 41.35 52.55 80.25

450 45 60.35 91.35

500 50 75.5 100

Table 4: Performance evaluation of error rate

Number of samples RMSE (%)

FF-ELEDP IoT-based framework MTGP

50 4 9 16

100 9 16 25

150 9 16 25

200 16 25 36

250 16 25 36

300 16 25 36

350 25 36 49

400 25 36 49

450 25 36 49

500 25 36 49
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rate is computed and results are tabulated for 500 samples. By observing the tabulated results, error rate using
FF-ELEDP model is reduced than the other methods.

Fig. 6 explains RMSE measure for three different methods. The error or RMSE remains one of the
important features through prediction because not all the results are found to be accurately predicted
as certain consequences remain evenly incorrectly predicted toward occurrence of noise in the
extracted features.

There is a substantial volume of rise found with the rise in samples (in all the three methods) provided as
input observed from the COVID-19 India dataset. However, through simulations conducted with 50 samples,
the error was detected by 4% 9% and 16% by means of the proposed and present two methods respectively.
By this measure, an error was reduced using FF-ELEDP on comparison with the two other existing methods.
The aim behind the enhancement stood owing to the application of Exponential Linear Ensemble Deep
Learning algorithm. Through applying this algorithm, conscious healthcare pollution monitor stood by
updating the weight based on the learning parameter using Exponential Linear function. By this, an error
rate remained reduced in FF-ELEDP by 37% related to [1] and 57% compared to [2].

5 Conclusion

In this research, a Cloud-Based IoT Health Care Pollution Monitor for COVID 19 Pandemic stands
proposed to check vital features and predicts variations of individuals through smart personnel care
technologies. Affording to the theoretic model and transposable formation of the projected method, two
levels has considered. These levels comprise determining the applicable data or else feature for COVID-
19 pandemic prediction according to the pollution map and disease prediction via Exponential Linear
Ensemble Deep Learning algorithm. The proposed method was estimated by various prediction methods.
The functional predictors comprised machine learning and regression methods. The investigational results
exposed that the predicting algorithms using ensemble deep learning, called, FF-ELEDP method achieved
well. FF-ELEDP method got the highest performance for diseases predicting in our situation by 84%
accuracy, 12.5 ms time and error rate of 4%. High accuracy of FF-ELEDP method in contrast with added
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applied predictors is a substantial difference that makes it applicable in real-time COVID-19 pandemic
prediction concerning health science of eco systems also.
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